Archangel Michael
Pronounced MY-kuhl, it means “He who is like God.” Michael is the Archangel of protection, guidance, and strength.

Helps with: Protection, direction, self-esteem, motivation, courage, commitment, faith, energy, vitality, life’s purpose, and releasing fear.

Color Vibration: Brilliant Blue
Gemstone: Lapis Lazuli

Archangel Jophiel
Pronounced JOE-fee-el, it means “Beauty of God.” Jophiel is the Archangel of creativity, beauty, and art.

Helps with: Manifesting more beauty in our lives through our thoughts, supporting artists and artistic projects, interior design and decorating, releasing prejudice and ignorance, awakening, self-awareness, inspiration, hope, and joy. Helps those who feel spiritually lost, depressed, or in despair.

Color Vibration: Golden Yellow
Gemstone: Citrine

Archangel Chamuel
Pronounced SHAM-you-el, it means “He who sees or seeks God.” Chamuel is the Archangel of unconditional love and adoration.

Helps with: Career, life purpose, finding lost items, building and strengthening relationships, world peace, and seeking soul mates.

Color Vibration: Pink
Gemstones: Rose Quartz, Rhodochrosite, Pink Rhodonite

Archangel Gabriel
Pronounced GAY-bree-uhl, it means “God is my strength.” Gabriel is the Archangel of communication and is known as the Messenger Angel.

Helps with: Communication in any area, TV and radio work, adoption, child conception and fertility, journalism and writing.

Color Vibration: White
Gemstones: Moonstone, Clear Quartz

Archangel Raphael
Pronounced RAH-fee-uhl, it means “God heals or God has healed.” Raphael is the Archangel of healing. Raphael heals physical bodies as well as mental, emotional, and spiritual bodies.

Helps with: Eliminating or reducing addictions and cravings, healing on all levels, guidance and support for healers, physical and spiritual eyesight, clairvoyance, and finding lost pets.

Color Vibration: Green
Gemstones: Jade, Aventurine

Archangel Uriel
Pronounced YOO-ree-uhl, it means “God is Light or God’s Light.” Uriel is the Archangel that illuminates situations, gives prophetic information, and offers transmutation.

Helps with: Insight, clarity, peace, vision, problem solving, writing, new ideas, study, and tests.

Color Vibration: Ruby Red
Gemstones: Amber, Ruby

Archangel Zadkiel
Pronounced ZAHD-key-el, it means “Righteousness of God.” Zadkiel is the Archangel of forgiveness, mercy, and benevolence.

Helps with: Forgiveness of self and others, emotional healing, compassion, freedom, finding lost objects, and memory.

Color Vibration: Violet
Gemstone: Amethyst